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 Abstract 

Scientists interested in uncovering associations between DNA variants and complex traits such 

as personality characteristics and cognitive abilities often face the constraint that the research 

requires very large samples to be successful. One reason very large samples are difficult to 

assemble is that the outcome variables are not always measured in a consistent way in different 

data sets, and sometimes they are not measured at all. In such cases, traditional measurement 

techniques (such as in-house interviews or surveys) are not always feasible. In this project, I 

sought to develop two “serious games” which can be used to measure short-term memory. The 

study shows that an individual’s performance in both of these games is moderately predictive of 

measures of short-term memory used by psychologists. The study also finds that users rate the 

serious games as more enjoyable than the conventional measures. The results suggest that 

ongoing effort to gather outcome data via nonstandard techniques such Mobile apps may turn out 

to be a useful complement to conventional approaches toward data collection. 

Keywords: Serious Games, Video games, Mobile games, Short-term memory, Genotyping, Data 

Collection.
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1 Introduction 
“A game is a problem solving activity, approached with a playful attitude” 

-Jesse Schell 

In recent years, researchers have discovered many genetic variants that influence a range of 

common diseases and psychological characteristics (Visscher et al. 2012; Chabris et al. 2015). 

An important factor determining the odds of success in a study trying to identify specific 

genes associated with a particular outcome (such as Alzheimer or neuroticism) is the number 

of subjects available to the researcher. To illustrate, Figure 1 shows that as larger and larger 

sample sizes have become available, the number of discovered genetic associations with 

height, body mass index, heart rhythm (“QT interval”), cholesterol and bone mineral density, 

the number of genes have steadily increased. 
 

 

 

 
Since 2012, there has been no sign of a slowdown in progress. For example, a recent height 

study conducted in about 300,000 individuals identifies around 700 genes (Wood et al. 2014), 

a threefold increase in the number of genes previously known to be associated with human 

height. The fundamental reason more genes are discovered when samples get larger is that 

most genetic effects are very small and can therefore only be detected with large samples 

(Chabris et al. 2015). Thus, large samples are very important in genetic research. 

To date, most genetic studies try to obtain the large samples needed by pooling data from 

many individual research groups, typically with a few thousand subjects per group. In most of 

these groups, the characteristics of study subjects are measured using relatively expensive 

pencil-and-paper surveys (or even more expensive one-on-one testing). The subjects need to 

be genotyped (Ragoussis 2009), i.e. their genetic makeup needs to have been determined 

using some standard method (see Table 1 for additional information about “genotyping” and 

other technical terms that will be used throughout this thesis). Whereas standard “genotyping 

arrays” (the technologies for measuring 500,000 or more genetic variants in an individual) 

cost over 1,000 USD as little as ten years ago, their costs have now fallen to below 50 USD. 

Figure 1. Study sample size (x-axis) vs. Number of discovered genetic 

associations (y-axis). Notice the logarithmic scale of the x-axis. (Visscher et 

al. 2012) 
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Looking forward, cheaper measurement of the outcomes of interest is likely to become the 

bigger bottleneck, and it is important to explore the feasibility of using nonstandard 

technologies, such as smart phones and “serious games”, to gather outcome data in a cost-

effective way and speed up medical advances. 

 
Table 1. Glossary 

 Term [Reference] 
 

Description 

          
Agile Software Development 

A collection of principles and practice for effective 

software development. The approach 

[Misra et al. (2012)] 
 

places value on collaboration and flexibility during 

development.  

          
Construct Validity 

 

The extent to which performance on a test measures the 

construct it was designed to capture.  

[Cohen et al. (1996)] 
         

          
Enjoyment 

 

The degree to which a consumer found an interaction with 

a software product enjoyable. 

[Lin et al. (2012)] 
 

Sometimes argued to have three dimensions: positive 

affect, fulfilment and engagement.  

          
Flow 

 

Term describing a mental state in which a person is deeply 

engaged in and working, 

[Csikszentmihalyi (1990)] 
 

seemingly effortlessly, on a creative task.  
  

          
Memory Span Test 

 

A test measuring a subject's ability to immediately repeat 

back a set of objects on some 

[Diamond (2013)] 
 

 list. Referred to as a a digit span test if the recited objects 

are all numbers.  

          
Genotyping 

 

A process by which a biochemical process is used to 

determine individual's genetic  

[Ragoussis (2009)] 
 

makeup. 
      

          
Serious Game  

 

Computer game constructed primarily for some purpose 

other than providing entertainment  

[Abt (1970)] 
 

to the user.  
      

          
Short-Term Memory 

 

Term used to describe an individual's ability to retain and 

manipulate information. Poor  

[Diamond (2012)] 
 

short-term memory is a risk factor for many neurocognitive 

disorders.  

          
Usability 

 

A quality attribute of a tool which increases in its degree of 

learnability, ease of use and  

[Dumas and Redish (1999)] 
 

reliability.  
      

          Note: This table defines some key technical or nonstandard terms that will be used throughout the thesis. For additional details, 

see the reference cited.  
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1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to try a different approach to data collection and assess its 

viability compared to traditional methods (typically, having subjects return mail-in surveys or 

agree to be interviewed over the phone or in their homes). 

1.2 Problem Description 
One of the main issues with collecting data currently is that it can be very difficult, and as a 

result expensive, to get people to actually perform tests or answer questions in a relevant 

quantity. This is the reason for choosing to approach this issue in the form of a game. The 

project is intended to explore the realm of serious games- that is, a game which has a primary 

purpose other than entertainment. There are multiple types of data that can be extracted in 

such a way, however for the purpose of this thesis we will focus primarily on memory games 

in order to keep the scope of the project at a relatively manageable level. The game will be 

made for the iOS platform. The primary question we are looking to answer in this thesis is: 

Can we design a serious game that accurately tests short-term memory, which is also more 

enjoyable than traditional methods of measuring short-term memory. 

1.3 Outline 
This thesis is structured as follows. 

Chapter 2 (Theoretical Framework) provides some background on serious games and reviews 

what factors are believed to have important influences on a game’s likelihood of being 

successful.  I focus on factors such as usability, dynamically adjusting the game’s level of 

difficulty to keep the player challenged and giving the game a simple and easy-to-navigate 

user interface.  

Chapter 3 (Method and Development) begins by explaining why I decided to try to measure 

working memory (as opposed to many other potential traits) using serious games. I describe 

the original development plan, and the iterative process by which I arrived at the final two 

products. I describe a series of usability tests and playtests that yielded feedback on the 

product that were incorporated. 

Chapter 4 (Evaluation) evaluates to what extent the two serious games appear to serve the 

purpose they were design for. I compare users’ enjoyment of the two serious games to their 

enjoyment of two conventional measures of working memory. I find that the serious games 

are rated considerably higher. I also examine whether people with high scores in the serious 

games also score better, on average, when the conventional measures are used. I find the 

scores are positively correlated, suggesting that scores in the serious games reflect at least in 

part the same construct measured on the conventional tests. 

I conclude with some remarks about lessons learnt and potential topics for future study in 

Chapter 5 (Conclusion). 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Defining and Classifying Serious Games 
The term “Serious Game” has no universally agreed-upon definition, but one that is 

commonly used is that a game is “serious” if its primary purpose is something other than 

entertainment (Michael & Chen 2006). Numerous attempts at further classification have been 

made (Djaouti et al. 2011). One of these classifications known as the 

Gameplay/Purpose/Scope (G/P/S) model, is depicted in Figure 2. In this model, a serious 

game is defined by where it falls in three dimensions: whether gameplay (G) is game-based or 

play-based, the purpose (P) of the game and the scope (S) of the game. The games developed 

in this thesis are game-based (G) and have a primary purpose that most closely resembles the 

category Djaouti et al. (2011) refer to as “data exchange”. Because genomics research is 

conducted both at government-funded institutions and in private industry (for example by 

pharmaceutical applications), several of the categories listed under scope are potentially 

applicable. 

 

  

Figure 2. Classifying serious games using the G/P/S model. The figure describes how the 

G/P/S model proposes that researchers should classify serious games. (Djaouti et al. 2011) 
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Historically, serious games have often been associated with education, where there is a long 

history of trying to use games to enrich learning experiences (Rice 2007; Abt 1970). As 

personal computers became more common, educational game series such as Math Blaster! 

And Dr. Brain were developed (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The United States Army also 

uses serious games as both training and recruitment tools. For example, in the free-to-play 

game America’s Army, released in 2002, players “enlist” in the US Army and experience 

strategic training and “actual combat”(Chang-Wook Lim 2013). Simulation of scenarios is an 

important part of many training programs used by institutions ranging from militaries (e.g. in 

the training of fighter pilots) to medical schools (in the training of surgeons). Serious games 

have also been used in advertising (e.g. Chex Quest) and to promote health behaviors (e.g. Wii 

Fit).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Game Design 
My goal is to use serious games as tools for measuring users’ traits at a lower cost than 

alternative strategies such as surveys or interviews (in which researchers often pay subjects in 

return for their participation). In order to achieve this goal without compensating subjects 

monetarily, it is critical that the games provide an enjoyable experience superior to 

conventional measurement instruments. 

Enjoyment. The term enjoyment is used to describe the degree to which a user finds an 

interaction with a software product enjoyable (the term is distinct from the notion of usability, 

which is discussed in a later section). Following Warner (1980), enjoyment is often 

conceptualized as determined by three separate dimensions: positive affect, fulfilment and 

engagement (see Figure 5). Positive Affect is the experience of emotions such as happiness 

when a game is played. A product is more fulfilling to the extent that it helps the user achieve 

Figure 4. Math Blaster. 

Figure 3. Dr. Brain. 
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something the user perceives to be desirable (i.e. learning algebra). And finally, engagement 

describes the extent to which the game commands a user’s focused attention. 

 

Figure 5. Determinants of user enjoyment. A famous article by Warner (1980) suggested 

that a user’s overall enjoyment is determined by three separate dimensions, illustrated in the 

figure above. This notion of enjoyment has inspired many of the survey instruments 

researchers use to try to measure user enjoyment of software, including the scale used in this 

thesis to evaluate the games. (Lin et al. 2008) 

 

O’Brien & Toms’ (2008) conceptual framework for analyzing engagement is summarized in 

Figure 6. The model has been used to think systematically about the areas which may be 

disrupting a user’s level of engagement in a game. The term enjoyment is conceptually 

similar, but distinct, from the term flow, first introduced by psychologist Csikszentmihalyi 

(1990) in a setting outside game development. Flow is often defined as a mental state in 

which a user is so engaged with a project or task that working on it feels effortless.  
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Figure 6. O’Brien and Tom’s model of user engagement. The figure provides a schematic 

overview of the four proposed stages of user engagement. (O’Brien & Toms 2008) 

 

What then, has the literature on gaming design concluded that software developers pay close 

attention to when trying to develop a game that is likely to generate high enjoyment, and 

perhaps even put some users in their flow zone? Figure 7 to Figure 11 summarize some of 

the main ideas that have emerged from this literature. Next, I highlight some of the key ideas 

from this literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Positive feedback to players 

of the game Fruit Ninja who score a 

big combo. 

Figure 7. Positive feedback to a player of 

the game Hot Shots Golf after a nice shot. 
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Feedback. Several writers highlight the importance of using player feedback to enhance the 

experience. Reeve (2014) lists several types of feedback, including:  

1. The player’s performance in a task (was the player successful or not?) 

2. The player’s performance compared to his previous performance. 

3. The player’s performance compared to the performance of other players.  

The game designer has a substantial amount of control over all three types of feedback. For 

feedback of type (1), the literature emphasizes the importance of using feedback to help the 

user navigate the user interface (i.e. improve usability) and to reward players when they reach 

a milestone (such as completing a new level of a game). Feedback mechanisms with aesthetic 

and sensory appeal appear to be very popular with users; see Figure 7 and Figure 8 for two 

illustrations from two popular games. Sounds such as fanfares or excerpts from a cheerful 

melody can also be useful ways to encourage users. In for example Exergames (Games used 

for exercise, e.g. Wii Fit), positive feedback has been found to significantly influence 

participants’ enjoyment (Kim 2012). 

Leaderboards are a common tool used to facilitate the sort of inter- and intra-personal 

comparisons that feedback in classes (2) and (3) allow. Other options include informing 

players about where they rank relative to the population distribution. Such rankings can be 

very exact (i.e. a percentile score) but a potential downside with very exact rankings is that 

they may be demotivating for players who are disappointed by their performance. One way 

around this could be have different levels, such as ‘Newbie’, ‘Skilled’, ‘Grand Master’, that 

are more ambiguously defined. Feedback of this sort facilitate interpersonal comparisons, 

giving successful players “bragging rights” that are believed to be an important motivation for 

many players, especially in multi-player games (Rouse & Ogden 2005). 

Level Adjustments. Several researchers highlight the importance of calibrating the difficulty of 

the game to match a player’s skill level (Chen 2007; Reeve 2014). An important justification 

underlying this recommendation is Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) conclusion that individuals are 

most likely to be transported to their personal “flow zones” when the problem they are 

working on feels challenging, yet not unattainable.  
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This idea, applied to the context of game design, is illustrated graphically in Figure 9 and 

Figure 10. If a game is too hard given a player’s skill it is likely the player will experience 

frustration and anxiety that will impair the quality of his experience. On the other hand, games 

with goals that are too easily attainable risk triggering boredom. To maximize enjoyment, a 

successful game designer must find a way to find each user’s sweet spot. When users vary in 

skill, it is important to design the game so that the level of difficulty can converge reasonably 

quickly to that sweet spot. It is for this reason that many games become progressively more 

complicated as the user reaches a new milestone. Chen (2007) has developed a methodology 

by which to realize “Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment” (DDA) in video games, intended to 

provide an optimized video game for each player. Such systems are rarely implemented by 

commercial games developers, and even more rarely are they shipped, as designing and 

implementing one is not trivial. 

Figure 9. Games that are too challenging (easy) given a player’s skill level give rise to 

anxiety (boredom). To help users reach the state of flow, the difficulty level of the game 

should be calibrated to match the user’s skill level. (Reeve 2014) 
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Several writers have also noted that it is not enough to correctly calibrate the difficulty of each 

challenge, but that successful game designers must also ensure that the series of challenges 

confronted in a game cohere into a consistent and appealing story narrative (Calvillo-Gámez 

et al. 2010). 

Usability. A final feature highlighted in the literature is the game’s usability, defined as a 

quality attribute of a software that captures overall efficiency and ease-of-use. All else equal, 

a game is said to have greater usability if; (i) it is easy and intuitive to learn; (ii) efficient at 

completing the tasks for which it was design; (iii) it has safeguards in place to reduce the risk 

of errors caused by misunderstanding and (iv) having learnt to play the game once, a user will 

never need to relearn how to play it. 

There is a vast literature establishing usability guidelines for mobile device applications, see 

Harrison et al. (2013) for a recent review. The literature finds that mobile usability is often a 

greater challenge than on other platforms because the smaller screen means that less 

information is visible to users at any one point in time (Jakub Nielsen 2012). A common 

mistake, illustrated in Figure 11, is for developers to try to cram too much information into a 

single view. Such efforts often result in interfaces that users find hard to navigate and overly 

complex. A successful game developer should instead look for opportunities to remove 

redundancies, and find simple and transparent ways to convey the information that is 

important. 

Figure 10. Alternative illustration of the idea that difficulty should be calibrated against 

player’s ability. (Chen 2007) 
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An important tool for finding ways to improve usability is so-called hallway testing. Hallway 

testing entails identifying some trial users (for example, by picking people walking past you 

in the hallway), asking them to perform some simple task (“play this game and try to get a 

high score”), and observing how they perform. Many usability problems are identified and 

solved iteratively during the development of a game. 

  

Figure 11. User interface of the game Rage of Bahamut, which has been criticized for its 

poor usability (many users found the game needlessly complex and counterintuitive). 
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3 Method and Development 
This chapter describes the process by which I arrived at the final software products. First off,  

the original development plan is described, followed by a summary of major changes that 

were made iteratively as new information from usability and hallway testing emerged. I 

provide several illustrations of how findings from the literature reviewed in the previous 

chapter informed key decisions throughout the development process. 

3.1 Selecting  Short-Term Memory 
Short-term memory is a term used by cognitive neuroscientists to describe an individual’s 

ability to retain transient information (Diamond 2013). Research has found that impaired 

short-term memory is a risk factor neuropsychiatric conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease 

(Alescio-Lautier et al. 2007) and schizophrenia (Goldberg et al. 1998). Short-term memory is 

typically measured using a recall task. In a recall task, a subject is asked to memorize a list of 

items and subsequently asked to recite them. 

Perhaps the most commonly used short-term memory scale is the digit recall task, in which 

the items on the list are all numbers. In a typical such task, a subject is first supplied with 

three numbers, and asked to recite them. If the interviewee succeeds in recalling the three 

numbers, the interviewee is supplied the original three numbers followed by a fourth number, 

and asked again to recall the four-digit sequence. The process continues until the interviewee 

makes an error in reciting the list of numbers supplied. A respondent’s score is simply the 

length of the longest sequence successfully recalled. A typical cognitively healthy adult has a 

memory span of around 7. Some digit span tests, known as reverse tests, require subjects to 

recite the numerical sequence in reverse. 

Short-term memory emerged quickly as a potentially attractive variable to try to infer (with 

reasonable accuracy) from performance in a serious game. My final decision to choose this 

variable was influenced by the following factors: 

1. Short-term memory is the subject of intense interest in the cognitive neurosciences and 

epidemiology. 

2. Little is known about the specific genes that underlie variation in short-term memory and 

larger samples may accelerate progress in this area. 

3. There are some games in popular culture (such as Memory) that reward skills that are 

plausibly related to short-term memory. The fact that such games are widely played and 

enjoyed suggest that serious games could attract a substantial number of users. 

3.2 Design and Tools 
Tools. All code was written in Objective-C using the Xcode development environment. I also 

made frequent use of Apple’s 2D-graphics framework SpriteKit framework. I used the 
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software TestFlight as testing platform, and Firebase for networking and remote database 

needs. 

Overall Priorities. In the design phase of the study, we had two overarching priorities. The 

first was to design games many users would find enjoyable and the second was to design the 

games so that a reasonable proxy for a player’s short-run memory could realistically be 

derived from information about his play. 

Serious Games. I developed two games – described below – to measure short-term memory. 

A conclusion from the literature reviewed in the previous chapter is that games with a 

common story line may be more engaging to users. Therefore, I decided to try to unite the two 

games through a common theme. The common theme is that the player had been stranded on a 

desert island with a pet monkey. 

The first game is called Lost in the Jungle (LiJ). Figure 12 describes the basic structure of the 

game. At the most basic level, the game is based on a matrix of dimension    . Each 

element of the matrix is a square. In the first step, some of these squares are colored in green 

and briefly shown to the user. In the second step, the user is asked to identify the green-

colored squares. If the user successfully identifies all of the colored squares, he advances to 

the next level. To make the game more engaging, the final version has a number of 

embellishments, some of which are shown in Figure 13 (the full list of extensions are 

discussed later). In the final version of the game, the green-colored squares instead contain 

bananas. 
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Figure 12. Sketch of Lost in the Jungle (LiJ) game. At the most basic level, the game is 

based on a matrix of dimension    . Each element of the matrix is a square. In a first step, 

some of these squares are colored in green and the resulting matrix is briefly displayed to the 

user. In the second step, the user is asked to identify the green-colored squares 

Figure 13. User interface of LiJ after several embellishments intended to try to boost enjoyment 

have been incorporated. 
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Figure 14. User interfaces of the Follow the Monkey (FtM) and Lost in the Jungle (LiJ). 

(A) Middle screenshot is of the user interface of the main app. From this screen, the user can 

navigate to LiJ or FtM (as well as the digit span tests discussed later). (B) Adjustment of 

difficulty level in LiJ. (C). Adjustment of difficulty level in FtM. (D) Examples of positive 

feedback when users complete a level. (E) Examples of negative feedback following a 

mistake. 
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The second game is called Follow the Monkey (FtM). In the first round of this game, a user 

observes four buttons on a screen (for an illustration, see Figure 14 C). Next, three of these 

buttons blink, one at a time, and the user is asked to reproduce the sequence of blinks. If the 

sequence is successfully recited, the user advances to the next level. 

In an attempt to calibrate the level of difficulty to match the player’s skill level, both games 

get progressively harder as a user completes a level. In LiJ, the difficulty level is adjusted by 

increasing at least one of three parameters: the number of rows in the matrix, the number of 

columns or the number of matrix entries containing a banana. In FtM we vary the number of 

buttons and the length of the flashing sequence. Table 2 shows how the parameters are 

changed as a user successively reaches higher levels. 

Table 2. Difficulty Levels and Scores in FtM and LiJ 

 
                      A. Follow the Monkey 

 

B. Lost in the Jungle  

          

 
          

     
 

     

#Buttons 
 

Sequence  

Length  

Score/ 

Level  

 

#Bananas 
 

Dimension 
 

Score/ 

Level  

           
2 

 
2 

 
1 

 

1 

 

2x2 
 

1 

3 
 

3 
 

2 

 

3 

 

3x3 
 

2 

4 
 

3 
 

3 

 

6 

 

4x4 
 

3 

4 
 

4 
 

4 

 

8 

 

4x5 
 

4 

5 
 

4 
 

5 

 

9 

 

5x5 
 

5 

5 
 

5 
 

6 

 

10 

 

5x5 
 

6 

6 
 

5 
 

7 

 

11 

 

5x6 
 

7 

6 
 

6 
 

8 

 

12 

 

5x6 
 

8 

7 
 

6 
 

9 

 

13 

 

5x6 
 

9 

7 
 

7 
 

10 

 

14 

 

6x6 
 

10 

8 
 

7 
 

11 

 

15 

 

6x6 
 

11 

8 
 

8 
 

12 

 

16 

 

6x7 
 

12 

9 
 

8 
 

13 

 

17 

 

6x7 
 

13 

9 
 

9 
 

14 

 

18 

 

6x7 
 

14 

10 
 

9 
 

15 

 

19 

 

6x8 

 

15 

10 
 

10 
 

16 

 

20 

 

6x8 

 

16 

11 
 

10 
 

17 

 

21 

 

6x8 

 

17 

11 
 

11 
 

18 

 

22 

 

7x8 

 

18 

12 
 

11 
 

19 

 

23 

 

7x8 

 

19 

12 
 

12 
 

20 

 

24 

 

7x8 

 

20 

13 
 

12 
 

21 

 

25 

 

7x9 

 

21 

13 
 

13 
 

22 

 

26 

 

7x9 

 

22 

14 
 

13 
 

23 

 

27 

 

7x9 

 

23 

14   14   24   28   7x10   24 
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3.3 Phases 1-3 of Software Development 
After discussions with the project leader at Ex-Consultants and some researchers who had 

expressed interest in the product, we opted for a relatively unstructured development process 

that would give us substantial flexibility to make changes throughout the development 

process. I sketched a basic timeline of the workflow, which was planned to have three major 

phases. 

In phase 1, I would develop a first version of LiJ.  

In phase 2, I would develop a first version of FtM.  

In phase 3, I would seek to tie the two games together. 

Table 3 summarizes the key steps in each of the three phases.  

 

Table 3. Three Phases of Original Development Plan 

 Phase 1: Development Plan for Follow the Monkey (FtM) 

              Order 
 

Duration 
 

Task Description 

              
1. Display sequence 

 
~2 days 

 

Display a randomly determined sequence of flashing buttons to 

player.   

              
2. Repeat sequence 

 
~4 days 

 

After sequence is flashed, player asked to repeat sequence in same 

order. 

              
3. Feedback 

 
~2 days 

 

Game flashes either a "good job!" or "uh-oh" banner depending on 

whether user  

    
supplied the correct sequence.  

      
              
4. Button shuffle  

 
~1 day 

 

After each round of play, buttons are shuffled in the middle of the 

screen, and  

    
then transitioned back to their original positions.  

   
              
5. Intro banner 

 
~1 day 

 

When launching the app, user sees a welcome screen with brief 

instructions and  

    
a start button. 

        
              
6. Level adjustments 

 
~2 days 

 

Difficulty of next round of play increases (stays constant) after a 

successful 

    
round.  

         
              
7. Playtesting 

 
~3 days 

 

Playtesting of the game to identify bugs, identify areas of 

improvement, etc.  

              
8. Game assets 

 
~3 days 

 

Improve graphics and sound to make game more enjoyable. 

Flashing of banners  

    

accompanied by sounds (e.g. cheers or fanfares following 

success).  

              
9. Highscore 

 
~2 days 

 

Players receive points reflecting their performance and a high-score 

list is supplied 

        to facilitate comparisons with others.            

Phase 2: Development Plan for Lost in the Jungle (LiJ)  

              Order 
 

Duration 
 

Task Description 

              1. Start screen 
 

~2 days 

 

Complete a view that describes the jungle game and invites users 

who are ready to start 

   
 

playing to hit the "Start" button.  
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              2. Play field  
 

~4 days 

 

Briefly flash a matrix with green or white cells.  Next, show the 

same matrix with  

   
 

all cells colored in white. 
     

               3. Repeat sequence 
 

~2 days 

 

Ask user to identify the originally green-colored 

cells.   

               4. Level adjustment 
 

~2 days 

 

After a round, adjust difficulty of next round depending on players 

performance. 

   

 

Level adjusted by increasing dimension of matrix and number of 

green cells. 

              5. Button shuffle 
 

~2 days 

 

Smoothen the transition of the buttons between rounds 

when  

               6. Game assets 
 

~3 days 

 

Work on adding attractive sound and graphics.  
   

               7. Highscore 
 

~2 days 

 

Players receive points reflecting their performance and a high-score 

list is supplied 

   
 

to facilitate comparisons with others.  
    

               8. Playtesting   ~3 days 

 

Playtesting of the game to identify bugs, identify areas of 

improvement, etc.  

Phase 3: Integration 

              Order 
 

Duration 
 

Task Description 

              
1. Intro screen 

 

~2 days 

 

A view which integrates the two games and allows user to select 

which to play.  

              
2. Endgame screen 

 

~2 days 

 

A view which appears after a game ends.  

                  

3. Login 

 

~2 days 

 

Allow players to enters a unique handle to be used for identification 

purposes.  

              

4. Network 

 

~2 days 

 

Incorporate automatic uploading of users' behavior to 

server.  

                
5. Playtesting   ~3 days   Playtesting of final game to identify bugs.         

 

The original versions of FtM and LiJ were barebone versions designed primarily to allow for 

basic debugging and playtesting. With the basic versions in place, I subsequently iterated on 

parameters such as the location of buttons, view transitions, graphics, sound, etc. These 

iterations were based on feedback from the research team with whom I was working. When 

sharing software versions with the research team, I welcomed all types of feedback. I also 

requested feedback on specific issues likely to be important for usability. Some of the specific 

questions circulated to hallway testers are listed below: 

 Were you able to start the game without instructions? 

 Did you intuitively understand how to play the game?  

 Did you find the game too repetitive? If yes, what changes would you suggest? 

 Did you find the difficulty-level appropriate? 

 Did the game progress at an appropriate speed? 

 Are there other features of the user interface that need more work? 

Throughout the development process, the research team was always able to access and review 

the in-development game through the TestFlight platform. Figure 14 shows screenshots of 

user interfaces from the final versions of the two games after integration. 
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3.4 Specific Improvements 
Here, I describe lessons learnt during the usability and hallway testing. 

FtM. The main comments are enumerated below. 

1. Several users commented that the original versions of the game progressed too slowly. 

The slowness was particularly distracting for strong players working with longer 

sequences. In response to this comment, I modified the game so that the flashes more 

quickly at sequence lengths equal to ten or more. 

 

2. In an original version of the game, users were required to click “Start” before commencing 

the next round of play. One user found this disruptive and another found it confusing. I 

changed the code so that the game automatically continues after a user successfully 

completes a level. 

 

3. Some players commented that players with a musical ear may have an advantage that 

reflects their musical skills/training as opposed to their short-term memory. In response to 

this comment, we experimented with having the same tone for each button. However, 

users found the monotony of the sound confusing. Instead, we opted to modify the sounds 

by assigning very different sounds to each button. To limit and be able to evaluate the 

possible implications, we also added questions to one of the surveys used to evaluate the 

game about musical background and experience. 

 

4. Some players found it frustrating that following a mistake, the game prompted them to try 

again without providing any hints about the error the user made. This criticism prompted 

me to tweak the game so that following an incorrect click by a user, the correct button 

flashes briefly before the player is asked to try again (or is informed that the game is 

over). 

 

5. One user commented that performance in a single round may depend partly on luck since 

some sequences (e.g. 1→2→3→4→5, or 1→2→1→2) may be easier to remember than 

others. In response, I modified the code so as to record on our server information about the 

exact sequence selected in each round of play. Recording the information will make it 

possible to determine in future analyses if some sequences are indeed associated with 

greater performance than others. After consulting the other members of the team, I elected 

against making changes visible to the user in response this comment. We made this 

decision for two reasons. First, it is unclear that eliminating the luck would improve the 

entertainment value of the game. At least one of the studies reviewed in Section I 

explicitly notes that part of what games fun is that they have an element of luck. Second, 

the criticism applies also to standard digit tasks, and I preferred a symmetric treatment. 

LiJ. The main comments are enumerated below. 
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1. In the original version of the game, a round ended immediately if a user selected a square 

without a hidden banana. Some users commented that it would be more engaging to allow 

a user to let users make a total number of guesses matching the number of hidden bananas. 

I implemented this change. After the change, a round with 5 hidden bananas always 

required the user to make 5 guesses. 

 

2. Several players were unhappy with the original life counter, which originally penalized a 

player who missed a single tile by the same amount as a player who made multiple errors. 

We replaced the life counter by an energy-counter which lost 10% of its energy for each 

mistake. In the final version of the game, the game ends when a player’s energy reaches 

0%. 

 

3. At more advanced levels, some users felt they were given too little time to have a realistic 

shot at memorizing which squares contained food. In response to this comment I increased 

the amount of time users are given to inspect the original board by 10% for each level 

above 10 (See Table 2). 

 

4. One player felt that the goal of the original game was not totally clear. In response, I 

added a brief description of the rules to the introduction screen of the game. 
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4 Evaluation 
In this section, I evaluate the plausibility of using FtM and LiJ as cost-effective alternatives to 

conventional psychological measurement instruments in some settings. I focus on two 

questions: 

 Compared to standard measures of short-term memory, how enjoyable to players find the 

games FtM and LiJ? 

 Does performance in the LiJ and FtM games correlate positively with scores on 

conventional measures of short-term memory?  

If users do not find the games more enjoyable than conventional measurement instruments, 

then this would limit the value of the games as cost-effective measurement tools. And if 

performance in the serious games is only weakly related to scores on conventional measures 

of short-term memory, it is possible that performance in the games is determined by factors 

quite distinct from those captured by a score on a short-term memory task. Such limited 

overlap may also limit the utility of serious games as supplements to conventional data-

collection strategies. 

As described below, I address the questions above by gathering pilot data from a sample of N 

= 37 volunteer testers. To allow comparisons with conventional measures of short-term 

memory, I begin by describing the two conventional short-term memory tasks I used to 

provide a benchmark for evaluating the serious games. I subsequently summarize the results 

of some analyses that shed some light on the two questions raised above. 

4.1 Conventional Measures of Short-Term Memory 
Short-term memory is usually measured using a so-called digit span test. In a digit span test, a 

subject is supplied with a list of numbers (usually 3 in the beginning round) and asked to 

recall them. If the interviewee succeeds in recalling the three numbers, the interviewee is 

supplied the original three numbers followed by a fourth number, and asked again to recall the 

four-digit sequence. The process continues until the interviewee makes an error in reciting the 

list of numbers supplied. A respondent’s score is simply the length of the longest sequence 

successfully recalled. A typical cognitively healthy adult has a memory span of around 7. 

Some digit span tests, known as reverse tests, require subjects to recite the numerical 

sequence in reverse order. 

To compare performance in the serious games to typical measures of short-term memory, I 

incorporated two standard digit span tests into the App. The first is a forward digit span test 

(FD) and one reverse digit span test (RD). Both tests were (temporarily) integrated into the 

main app and were accessible to test subjects from a button in the top left corner of the main 

“Island Escape Screen” (see the middle image in Figure 14 A). In each test, the numerical 

sequences were read out aloud at a pace of roughly one second per number. Afterwards, 

subjects were asked to reproduce the sequence that was just read out to them. Figure 15 
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shows screenshots from the task in FD mode (the RD screenshots are identical except that the 

mode at the top of the screen says “Reverse” instead of “Normal”). 

 

 

 

  

Figure 15. User interface in digit tasks. The mode listed at the top of the screen (“Normal”) 

reveals that the screenshot shown below are from the digit task in forward mode (FD). (A) 

Interface after a user has correctly entered a three-digit sequence (B) Interface three rounds 

later, after the user has successfully completed a six-digit sequence (and not shown, also the 

intermediate four- and five-digit sequences) (C) Interface after user has successfully 

completed the ten-digit sequence (D) Interface after a user fails to correctly reproduce the 

eleven-digit sequence. In this example, the user earns a score of ten, since longest correctly 

recited sequence had a length of ten. From the screen in (D), we can infer that the user entered 

the first four digits of the sequence correctly, but made a mistake on the fifth digit. 
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4.2 Test Subjects 
The analyses reported in this chapter are based on data supplied by 37 test subjects (12 of 

them female) recruited in October 2016. The test subjects are not briefed on the purpose of the 

test, as that could possibly influence their answers on the questionnaire. Test subjects had an 

average age of 29 at the time they participated (range 19-41). Each subject was asked to 

download an App containing FtM, LiJ and two digit span tests: one reverse digit test (RD) and 

one regular (forward) digit test (FD).  

Having downloaded the App, subjects were asked to pick a three-digit ID and subsequently 

complete each of the tasks/games twice. To avoid order effects, I randomized the order in 

which the four tasks were completed. Having completed each of the four tasks twice, subjects 

were asked to fill out a brief survey with questions about basic demographic characteristics 

(sex, age) and subjective evaluations of how enjoyable the subjects found each of the four 

tasks (FtM, LiJ, FD, RD). The subject’s ID allow me to keep track of each subject’s scores in 

the four games and link these scores to the subject’s survey responses. 

Figure 16 below provides a schematic overview of the sequence of tasks completed by a 

typical test subject. 
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Stage 1.  
•User e-mailed link with instructions for App installation on Iphone. 

Stage 2. 

•The four tasks are (i) FtM (ii) FD (iii) LiJ (iv) RD. Subject's day-of-birth 
determines the order in which the four tasks will be completed in stages 4-7. 

Stage 3. 
•User selects a user ID (minimum 3 digits)  

Stage 4. 
•Task 1 (Two Rounds) 

Stage 5. 
•Task 2 (Two Rounds) 

Stage 6.  
•Task 3 (Two Rounds) 

Stage 7. 
•Task 4 (Two Rounds) 

Stage 8. 
•User fills in and returns survey. 

Figure 16. Summary of data collection from test users. This 

figure provides an overview of the protocol used to gather data from 

test users on FD, FtM, LiJ and RD. 
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4.3 Measuring User Enjoyment 
To obtain an overall quantitative measure of how much users enjoyed each of the four tasks, I 

draw on work by Lin et al. (2008). Their scale was originally developed to measure user 

experiences of websites and contains 12 statements that the subject must indicate their level of 

agreement with on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Subjects’ 

responses to the 12 statements are then used to obtain measures of the user’s Enjoyment, 

Positive Affect, Fulfilment and Engagement with respect to the game. 

To illustrate the approach, individual j’s overall Enjoyment is calculated as: 

            
  

   
  

Here, i indexes the 12 statements,    is the weight attached to statement i and      is j’s 

numerically coded level of agreement (1 to 7) with statement i. An identical approach is used 

to measure Positive, Affect, Fulfilment and Engagement from the 12 responses. The only 

difference is that the weights differ for each of the dimensions. Table 4 lists the 12 statements 

from Lin et al.’s (2008) scale and provides the four set of weights. Because the original scale 

was developed to measure users’ experience of websites, I made some small changes to the 

exact phrasing of the questions (e.g. replacing the phrase “While visiting the Web pages, …”  

by “While playing the game,…”). 

For all test subjects, I calculated Enjoyment, Positive Affect, Fulfilment and Engagement 

ratings for all four games: LiJ, FtM, FD and RD. Panel A of Table 5 summarizes the user 

ratings by game/task. The serious games are consistently rated more highly (along all four 

dimensions) than the two digit tasks. For example, the average Enjoyment of LiJ and FtM are 

59.7 and 57.2, respectively. These averages are about one standard deviation greater than the 

average ratings of the FD and RD tasks (50.05 and 48.95, respectively). These difference 

show up consistently across all four dimensions and the typical gap is about 80% of a standard 

deviation, a substantial difference. 
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Table 4. Overview of Measurement Scales Used 

         Item  
 

Factor Loading / Weight 

  
Enjoyment 

 

Pos. 

Affect  
Fulfilment 

 
Engagement 

When playing the game, I felt... 

 
       

…deeply engrossed  

 

0,754 
 

0,287 
 

0,194 
 

0,836 

…absorbed intently   

 

0,922 
 

0,373 
 

0,469 
 

0,761 

…attention focused   

 

0,887 
 

0,338 
 

0,534 
 

0,669 

…concentrated fully   

 

0,916 
 

0,336 
 

0,587 
 

0,668 

  
       

When playing the game, I felt... 

 
       

…happy   

 

0.870 
 

0,714 
 

0,223 
 

0,571 

…pleased   

 

0,909 
 

0,74 
 

0,417 
 

0,413 

…satisfied   

 

0.920 
 

0,769 
 

0,466 
 

0,353 

…contended 

 

0,873 
 

0,813 
 

0,392 
 

0,301 

  
       

Playing the game was 

 
       

…meant a lot to me  

 

0,877 
 

0,398 
 

0,747 
 

0.370 

…was rewarding 

 

0,912 
 

0,345 
 

0,679 
 

0,558 

…was useful 

 

0,864 
 

0,399 
 

0,808 
 

0,285 

… was worthile 

 

0,888 
 

0,457 
 

0,784 
 

0,292 

                  

         Note: For each of the 12 statements, respondents indicate the strength of their agreement on a scale from 1 to 7 

(with 1 meaning "Strongly Disagree" and 7 "Strongly Agree"). A user's Enjoyment is defined as the weighted 

sum of the 12 item-level responses, with each response weighted by its factor loading (quantitative measures of 

the three subdimensions can be constructed using the same methodology, using weights from the relevant 

columns). All factor loadings are from (Lin et al. 2008). 
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I also examined if these differences in means are statistically significant; the results are shown 

in Panel B of Table 5. I focus on the Enjoyment results because, as the table shows, the 

findings for each of the three subdimensions are highly similar. Rows 1 and 2 in Panel B (“LiJ 

vs FD“ and “LiJ vs RD“) show that LiJ ratings are statistically distinguishable from FD and 

RD ratings (P = 0.0002 and P < 0.0001, respectively). Rows 3 and 4 (“FtM vs FD“ and “FtM 

vs RD“) show that we can similarly reject the hypothesis that FtM ratings are equal to either 

the average FD (P = 0.0028) or RD ratings (P = 0.0007). Thus, the serious games are 

consistently rated more highly than the conventional measures. By contrast, I cannot reject the 

null hypothesis that the serious games have the same ratings (P = 0.2834), nor that the two 

digit tasks are equally rated (P = 0.66). 

Table 5. Comparing User Ratings Across Games/Tasks 

                  

  

A. Descriptive Statistcs by Game/Task (Mean/SD) 

  
         
         

  

Enjoyment 
 

Pos. Affect 

 

Fulfilment  Engagement 

         LiJ 
 

59.71/10.54 
 

33.73/6.16 
 

35.26/6.42 
 

34.43/5.80 

         
FtM 

 
57.22/9.20 

 
32.35/5.42 

 
33.90/5.39 

 
32.86/5.31 

         
FD 

 
50.05/10.67 

 
27.77/6.06 

 
29.82/6.25 

 
29.11/6.26 

         
RD 

 
48.95/10.70 

 
27.26/6.17 

 
29.17/6.22 

 
28.36/6.27 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

B. Testing for Equality of Mean Ratings (p-value) 
  

  
       

         

  

Enjoyment  Pos. Affect  Fulfilment  Engagement 

         LiJ vs FD 
 

0,0002 
 

0,0001 
 

0,0004 
 

0,0003 

LiJ vs RD 
 

<0.0001 
 

<0.0001 
 

0,0001 
 

<0.0001 

         
FtM vs FD 0,0028 

 
0,0010 

 
0,0037 

 
0,0069 

FtM vs RD 0,0007 
 

0,0003 
 

0,0008 
 

0,0014 

         LiJ vs FtM 0,2834 
 

0,3127 
 

0,3245 
 

0,2286 

FD vs RD 
 

0,6588 
 

0,7206 
 

0,6519 
 

0,6112 

                  

Note: The upper panel reports the average user ratings of the four games. The lower panel reports 

results from tests of equality of means for various pairs of games/tasks. The p-values are from a two-

sided t-test of the null hypothesis that the mean ratings of the two games/tasks are the same. 
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4.4 Construct Validity 
The scientific value of the serious games depends to a large extent on whether they measure 

something that is predictive of scores in conventional digit scores, i.e. their “constructive 

validity” (Cohen et al. 1996). In order to examine predictive power, it is necessary to define 

an individual’s score in each of the four games. For FD and RD, I defined an individual’s 

score as the length of the longest successfully reproduced sequence. In FtM and LiJ, I define 

an individual’s score in a round as the highest level completed (see Table 2 for a definition of 

the levels). Since all test subjects completed each game/task twice, the final analyses are 

based on the maximum score earned across the two rounds (see Table 2 for a definition of the 

FtM and LiJ levels). 

To examine the strength of the empirical relationship between the four scores, I calculated 

pairwise correlations between the four variables. As expected, the strongest relationship was 

observed between FD and RD, the two digit memory tasks, whose pairwise correlation was 

equal to 0.599. Reassuringly, however, performance in each of the serious games was also 

predictive of FD and RD scores. The correlations are all positive, as expected, ranging from 

0.184 (FD and LiJ) to 0.524 (RD and FtM). See Figure 17 for scatterplots of the data 

underlying these correlations. 
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Figure 17. Relationship between performance in FD, RD, FtM and LiJ. The figure shows 

scatterplots of the relationship between a user’s score across all combinations of tasks/game. 

The score in each task/game is defined as the maximum score earned across the two rounds of 

play described in Fig. 10. (A) FD vs RD. (B) FtM vs. FD. (C) FtM vs RD. (D) LiJ vs FD (E) 

LiJ vs RD (F) FtM vs LiJ. 
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5 Conclusion 
In this study, I sought to “gameify” metricss used to measure short-term memory. I developed 

two serious games and found that both are rated as more enjoyable by a sample of test users. I 

also found that performance on the games is related to scores from more “conventional” 

scales. My findings thus suggest that serious games should be considered viable when it 

comes to cost-effective data gathering. With additional resources, it may prove possible to 

develop games that measures a broader set of characteristics that are often missing from 

existing datasets. Such characteristics include IQ test scores and other cognitive abilities, 

measures of personality dimensions such as creativity or extraversion. 

There are many ways one can imagine building on this study’s findings. One issue that is 

likely to require further study is that subjects’ motivation or level of attention may be harder 

to control when gameified scales are used. It would be interesting in future work to test for 

such problems, and explore ways of mitigating their consequences. It would also be 

interesting to perform a more careful comparison of the costs and benefits of measurement via 

serious games relative to conventional approaches. This study’s findings suggest that 

gameified measurement is feasible in specific settings, but considerable uncertainty remains 

about whether it will actually prove possible to enroll enough players to justify the 

development costs.  
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